KEY REPUBLICANS COME OUT AGAINST PROPOSITION 6....AND THE TIDE HAS TURNED AGAINST BRIGGS AND HIS BUNCH OF "KRISTIAN KRAZIES".

Regardless of how little credit is given to the Republican Party in the battle against Prop. 6, it is very clear that Prop. 6 was going to win, with even the gay publications such as the Advocate and the Sentinel having given "up the ship" to speak. But, after Lt. Governor candidate Mike Curb and Attorney General candidate, George Deukmejian came out against Prop. 6, it was only a matter of time until former Governor Ronald Reagan pictured at the left here, a pic from many years ago came out strongly against Prop. 6.

Reagan was quickly and grudgingly joined by the United States Senator S.I. Hayakawa who said that he would vote "no" on 6.

Then on Friday October the 27th, former President Gerald Ford not only came out against 6, but backed it up with a "door hanger," several hundred thousand of them, which are being distributed from door to door in southern California with the Republican slate on it, recommend- ed by Gerald Ford, but also, a strong urge to vote no on "5 and 6!. President Ford said that "it is an invasion of privacy and could lead to one of the greatest witch hunts in the history of modern mankind."

The California Young Republicans (liberal wing) endorsed a no on 6 vote. They joined the GOP County Central Committees of San Francisco, San Mateo, Marin and Alameda in opposition to the radical-right wing Prop. 6.

Gay Democrats refuse in their publications to give proper credit to the Republicans. For un­ til the Republican leaders spoke out, the polls showed Prop. 6 winning by huge margins. Now the latest Los Angeles Times poll shows it, Prop. 6 to be losing. But it is obviously due to the Republican leadership jumping in and asking Republicans to Vote No on Prop. 6. Gays are welcome in the Republican Party, please remember that.

P.S. Gay Democrats refuse in their publications to give proper credit to the Republicans. For un­ til the Republican leaders spoke out, the polls showed Prop. 6 winning by huge margins. Now the latest Los Angeles Times poll shows it, Prop. 6 to be losing. But it is obviously due to the Republican leadership jumping in and asking Republicans to Vote No on Prop. 6. Gays are welcome in the Republican Party, please remember that.

Paul Advertisement

Eric Moncur is the ONLY candidate with a comprehensive program for tribulations in the Office of Assessor. None of the other candidates for Assessor have said or written anything visible about speculation. Speculators won practically all the available land (and land occupied by slums) in our city. They contribute heavily to the funds for the radical right-wing Prop. 6.

Eric Moncur is the candidate of all responsible gays. He has a plan to expose them and make them pay their fair share of taxes. Eric Moncur will end the many cases due to the unsound assessment practices and neglect of his predecessor (in the past 15 years).

No on Prop. 6: Eric Moncur the candidate of all responsible gays.

This is an old pic of the Guv in early Hollywood!
**ANNOUNCEMENT**

**ALLEN HAILE CHARTER COMMISSION**

*Professor of Public Administration
*Presidential California Association for
*Regional Representative of the
*President, National Council, Fann

Endorsed by:
- Voting for a Better Charter
- San Francisco Progressives
- San Francisco Police Officers Association
- San Francisco Board of Arbitrators
- San Francisco Black Women's Political Caucus
- San Francisco Black Women Organized for Action
- Inneritte Democratic Club for Women's League
- Revere Baptist Ministers Fellowship

---

**ALLEN HAILE**
DEMOCRAT FOR STATE SENATOR

*Paid Advertisement*

**ALTERNATIVE**

CARL DRIVER SUBMITS

**FOR YOUR REVIEW**

"A Briggs-iem Theme Song"

You've Got To Be CAREFULLY TAUGHT

(with apologies to Mr. Oscar Ham-merstein)

You've got to be taught to be afraid Of teachers whose minds are addled The kind that they fire in County Jail You've got to be CAREFULLY TAUGHT

You've got to be taught to quickly To teachers whom anyone thinks are pigs That perverts like them should be put away You've got to be CAREFULLY TAUGHT

You've got to be taught to hate and to teach the teacher who possibly may be his mother must never pollute your ear You've got to be CAREFULLY TAUGHT

You've got to be taught before it's too late To think only of girls when you masturbate You've got to be CAREFULLY TAUGHT

You've got to be taught to quickly say "The most important election on November 7th, is the defeat of Proposition 6 .... We must all work together this year to defeat Briggs' himself!" - next election, we must work to defeat Briggs himself!" - Assemblyman Art Agnos

---

**1978 Gai Voters' Guide**

**GAY VOTERS LEAGUE**

The GAY VOTERS LEAGUE was founded in 1971 by the Reverend Ray Brosears and a handful of members of the old Gay Activists Alliance. This was due to the dictorial policies of the then dominant Gay Community, the Society for Individual Rights which outdrew the Society's candidate's night by about forty people that year. The League's efforts to present the endorsements of ALL gay organizations in the city began with the first endorsement guide in 1971, and has become the permanent publication of ALL gay organizations in the city. In addition, the League has published a non-bar issue of the Crusader which has been printed quarterly since its inception in 1971. The GAY VOTERS LEAGUE was founded in 1971 by the Reverend Ray Brosears and a handful of members of the old Gay Activists Alliance. This was due to the dictorial policies of the then dominant Gay Community, the Society for Individual Rights which outdrew the Society's candidate's night by about forty people that year. The League's efforts to present the endorsements of ALL gay organizations in the city began with the first endorsement guide in 1971, and has become the permanent publication of ALL gay organizations in the city. In addition, the League has published a non-bar issue of the Crusader which has been printed quarterly since its inception in 1971.

**HIKARIM SMITH**

Your PUBLIC DEFENDER

*Paid Advertisement*

Robert Schmidt, Your candidate for the Charter Commission, has been endorsed by the following:

- Verbo Boro Democratic Club
- Minnesota Democratic Club
- Teddy Roosevelt Republican Club
- Gay Liberation Alliance
- Joseph Frieza, District Attorney
- Manoucher Forjan, chief attorney, Public Defender
- Bill Plag, former president and SF Voters Guild and Society for Individual Rights
- Lionel Alves, research analyst
- Rev. Ray Brosears, minister & social worker
- John Carbone, Jr.
- District Attorney, Robert Schmidt, Chief Officer

**1978 Gai Voters Guide**
The moment we choose to hold each other, the moment we break faith with one another, the sea goes out. — James Baldwin
Many would question the motives of a politician if they were to make a significant change in their policies. However, if it is done with the genuine intent of helping the people, then it can be considered a good move. Many politicians are only in office for their own benefit, but we should look at the politicians who are truly for the people.

Dianne is a good person to take a look at if you are considering voting. She is not the reason for this article. But, alas, she is but one of the few who are in public office today in our city. Therefore, you, the voters, start voting for those people who are truly interested in the good of the people.

Many persons who call themselves "gay" are not the reason for this article. But, alas, they are but a few of the candidates who are in public office today. But we do not have enough good candidates for political office today. But we do have some good candidates running.

In this city, we have one of the "goody-goody" politicians. He is known as "Mr. Bob." He is the one who is being Supervising District Attorney. But he is not a good person to look at. He has failed to give us a good candidate for City Attorney, and he has failed to give us a good candidate for Public Defender. This year, vote for the man who will "kiss your ass" so to say, and who will "do his job."

Marty Conway is a contestant in the 1978 Gay Voters Guide. He is a true friend of the gay community. He is the former director of the Napa State Hospital. He is supported by: Elmer Wilhelm, Claude Wynne, Rev. Ray Broshears, and several others. He has all endorsed this fine very qualified man for the next Public Defender.

The Gay Voters League is deeply grateful to the Minutemen Democratic Club for their support of our publications, as this year, we have been working hard to build a political party, and we do have some good candidates for political office today. But we do have some good candidates running.

The gay media is in danger. For two of the larger gay publications, this is immoral and unethical. For two of the larger gay publications, this is unethical and immoral. For two of the larger gay publications, this is unethical and immoral. For two of the larger gay publications, this is unethical and immoral. For two of the larger gay publications, this is unethical and immoral.

The black community of our city has but one member, and this member is their own gay community. They too have several publications in competition with one another, and this is good, for it brings forth diversity.

Many persons who call themselves "gay" are not the reason for this article. But, alas, they are but a few of the candidates who are in public office today. But we do not have enough good candidates for political office today. But we do have some good candidates running.

Many persons who call themselves "gay" are not the reason for this article. But, alas, they are but a few of the candidates who are in public office today. But we do not have enough good candidates for political office today. But we do have some good candidates running.
Threatens Bars??

Threats have been made against south of Market bars who advertise in this newspaper. The avenue was not threatened here. Shortly after he made his threats, a bomb threat was telephoned in to one of our south of Market bar advertisers. The SFPD and the FBI both are investigating the threats.

The person pictured at the right, who made the verbal threat to a bar owner, may well have made the bomb threat, as "Marty Cox". He arrived in the city early this year, and is known to be associated with the defense newspaper the GAZETTE, and caused them with the SFPD (San Francisco Police Department). They also let it be known that they had "other statements and conduct" for which they had to keep him as well. Cox was at one time associated with the defense newspaper the GAZETTE, and caused them bad public relations with the SFPD (San Francisco Police Department). They also let it be known that they had "other statements and conduct" for which they had to keep him as well.

Cox is known to be associated with the defense newspaper the GAZETTE, and caused them bad public relations with the SFPD (San Francisco Police Department). They also let it be known that they had "other statements and conduct" for which they had to keep him as well.

Marty Cox allegedly manages a hotel at 5th and Polk streets as of now. He came to this city in a real "hurry" from Reno where he left under "clouded" circumstances. Before that, he had to leave Denver, Colorado as well.

The person pictured at the right, who is alleged to be the "threatened bar owner" is the subject of a south of Market bar, one of those threatened, and wasismoan for his erratic behavior and bizarre statements to people.

Cox is alleged to be the "threatened bar owner" is the subject of a south of Market bar, one of those threatened, and wasismoan for his erratic behavior and bizarre statements to people.
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This is a list of social and other activities in the San Francisco Bay Area for the period described. Ours is a Tri-Weekly publication and we invite you to send in your activities for free listing on our Calendar of Events. If you wish to call them in, please phone us well in advance at............. (415) 885-1001.

If you wish, please mail them to: Crusader, Post Office Box 1528, San Francisco, California 94101

This is your Calendar, so please help us keep it up to date. The CRUSADER appreciates your reading our publication and invites you to participate by submitting articles, etc.
ERICO MONCUR

"Grassroots candidate for Assessor"

"FULLY QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED DEPUTY ASSESSOR.

Eric Moncur has been endorsed by the following:

Rick Ames, SF Tenants Union
Howard Berman, attorney
Rev. Ray Broshears, minister
Robert Buckley, deputy Assessor and Vice-President of the Engineers & Scientists of California MEBA (AFL-CIO).
Alan Caplan, attorney
Eleanor Durgin, civic leader
Engineers & Scientists of California MEBA (AFL-CIO)
Assessors Union
Leonard Fitzpatrick
Shirley Fairies
Jerome Garshak, attorney
Yvonne Golden, principal
Ron Landsberg, activist
Joseph Manzeila, attorney
Rev. Diane M.W. Miller, minister, 1st Unitarian
Michael Miller, attorney
Minutemen Democratic Club
Steve Perelson, attorney
Terry Phillips, activist
Rev. David G. Rankin, minister, 1st Unitarian
J. Tony Serra, attorney
Commissioner Daniel J. Silva, Human Rights Commission
Tom Stevens, activist
Gay Liberation Alliance
Doren Weinberg, attorney
Elmer Wilhelm, gay activist
"Yes on W" Committee

Donations of time and money gratefully accepted. Telephone us at 584-1396, 566-0187 or 652-4400 ext. 329; we are located at 1866 Great Highway, San Francisco.